Matching: Use the words below to match the machine to its use or purpose

___ 1. Turns the soil over to the sunshine as it prepares the soil for planting
___ 2. Computer in its cab controls the amount of spray applied
___ 3. Probably the most important machine on the farm- used for a variety of tasks
___ 4. Cuts, crushes and piles hay all in one pass
___ 5. Sprays thousands of gallons of water onto a circle of plants
___ 6. Chops hay into small pieces and blows it into a truck or wagon
___ 7. Plants small seeds such as wheat, oats, soybeans using metal plates
___ 8. Large machine that will remove the grain from the stalk and blow waste on ground
___ 9. Will plant kernals into rows by dropping the seed and a packing wheel covers it with dirt
___ 10. Cuts up clods of soil and smooths out the seedbed

A. Tractor  B. Chopper  C. Corn planter  D. Chisel plow  E. Crop sprayer
F. Soil finisher  G. Combine  H. Grain drill  I. Irrigation pivot  J. Mower-conditioner

Definitions: Write a short definition of the following words found in the book

- Haylage
- Manure

Comparisons: Select two machines that you read about in the book. Compare what their jobs are. Does it need to be pulled by a tractor? Is it used strictly for crop production or does it have something to do with animals (i.e. care or feeding)?

_________________ -

_________________ -